In this contribution we examine certain variance properties of model reduction. The focus is on L 2 model reduction, but some general results are also presented. These general results can be used to analyze various other model reduction schemes. The models we study are nite impulse respons (FIR) and output error (OE) models. We compare the variance of two estimated models. The rst one is estimated directly form data and the other is computed bt reducing a high order model by L 2 model reduction. In the FIR case, se show that it is never better to estimate the model directly from data, compared to estimating it via L 2 model reduction of a high order FIR model. For OE models we show that the reduced order model has the same variance as the directly estimated one if the reduced model class used contains thr true system. 
Introduction
There are many methods available for model reduction, e.g., balanced reduction (Moore, 1981) , Hankel-norm model reduction (Glover, 1984) , and L 2 model reduction (Spanos, Milman, & Mingori, 1992) . The main objective, using any of these methods, is to compress a given representation of a system into a less complex one, without losing much information. One of the most extreme examples of this is the actual identiÿcation phase, where the "model" consisting of input-output data, Z N , is mapped into an nth (N n) order parameterized one. In the standard setting (see Section 2) this corresponds to ÿnding the best L 2 approximation of data (given a model class). Irrespectively how the reduction phase is performed (Moore, 1981; Glover, 1984; Spanos et al., 1992 ), it will make it possible to keep track of the bias errors that the reduction step gives rise to. There has, however, been little discussion on how the variance of the high order estimated model maps over to the low order one. Since the variance error strongly a ects the use and interpretation of the reduced model it is in many cases at least as important as the bias error. In this paper, we discuss this topic, or This paper was not presented at any IFAC meeting. This paper was recommended for publication in revised form by Associate Editor Brett Ninness under the direction of Editor Torsten S oderstr om.more precisely, the problem of computing the variance of the reduced model.
We start by introducing notation and discussing some facts about system identiÿcation in Section 2. Some inspiration about the L 2 model reduction problem is given in Section 3. In Section 4 related approaches on estimating the variance of the reduced model are discussed. General formulas describing the covariance of the low order model are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we explicitly compute the covariance matrix when the reduced models are of ÿnite impulse response (FIR) type. Section 7 states the main results, i.e., that variance of the reduced model is the same as the variance of the directly estimated model. This is proved in Section 8. A simulation example is presented in Section 9, and some conclusions are given in Section 10.
Prediction error methods
Throughout the paper, we denote the input signal by u(t), the output signal by y(t), and N is the total number of measured data. We assume that y(t) is generated according to y(t) = G 0 (q)u(t) + v(t); v(t) = H 0 (q)e(t);
where G 0 (q) is a linear time-invariant system, usually referred to as the "true system", q is the discrete-time shift operator, i.e., qu(t) = u(t + 1). Furthermore, we assume that the additive noise, v(t), is independent of the input, u(t), and that it is a ÿltered version of an independent and identically distributed noise sequence e(t) with variance . The noise ÿlter
is assumed to be monic and inversely stable. The models we ÿt to data are parameterized by a d-dimensional real-valued parameter vector Â, i.e., y(t) = G(q; Â)u(t) + v(t):
More speciÿcally we study FIR and output error (OE) models. These are parameterized by 
where F(q; Â) = 1 in the FIR case.
We deÿne a loss function as the mean of the squared sum of the prediction errors (in this case the output errors)
j(t; Â) = y(t) −ŷ(t|Â) = y(t) − G(q; Â)u(t):
The estimate of Â is taken as the minimizer of (5)
i.e., we use prediction error methods (PEM). The basic result is then (Ljung, 1999, Chapter 8 ) that under weak conditionŝ
That is,Â N converges to the best model provided by the model class. If the true system belongs to the model class, Â N converges to the "true parameter vector", Â 0 , that satisÿes G(e i! ; Â 0 )=G 0 (e i! ) for almost all !. If the minimizer is not unique,Â N converges to some value in the set of minimizers. To avoid lack of uniqueness one can regularize the loss function. This means that (5) is replaced by
for a ¿ 0 and some Â minimizing V N (Â). See also Ljung (1999, pp. 221-222) . The expression for the distribution of the estimate is based on the central limit theorem, assuming global identiÿability and some other weak conditions (see Ljung (1999, Chapter 9) ). We present it together with a general expression for the covariance of the parameter estimates assuming that the output error model (3) is used, see Kabaila (1983) and Ljung (1999, Chapter 9) .
When the noise, v(t), actually is white, the covariance expression simpliÿes to
The regularized versions of (11) and (14) are
respectively (in somewhat shorthand notation). The calculation of the distributions for other statistics is based on a linear approximation of the mapping from the parameter distribution given by (10) to the statistic of interest. This mapping is usually referred to as Gauss' approximation formula. It states that ifÂ N is su ciently close to Â * = EÂ N , we can make the approximation
The quality of this approximation increases as the size of Â * −Â N decreases. Furthermore, ifÂ N is asymptotically Gaussian distributed, so is f(Â N ).
Model reduction
To estimate a low order model, G(e i! ; Á), of a system, several possibilities exist. The most obvious one is to directly estimate a lower order model from data (7). As known from, e.g., Ljung (1999) , the prediction=output error estimate automatically gives models that are L 2 approximations of the true system in a frequency-weighted norm, determined by the input spectrum and noise model
where u (!) is the input spectrum. This is just a restatement of (8). A second possibility is to estimate a high order model which is then subjected to model reduction to the desired order. See, e.g., Wahlberg (1989) . For the model reduction step, a variety of methods could be applied, like truncating balanced state-space realizations, or applying L 2 norm reduction. The latter method means that the low order model, parameterized by Á is determined aŝ
Here, G(q;Â N ) is the high order (estimated) model, and W (!) is a weighting function. An important question is whether this reduction step also implies a reduction of variance, i.e., if the variance of G(e i! ;Á r N ) (viewed as random variable through its dependence of the estimate G(e i! ;Â N )) is lower than that of G(e i! ;Â N ). A second question is how this variance compares with the one obtained by the direct identiÿcation method, i.e., G(e i! ;Á d N ). The somewhat surprising answer is that (19) may in some cases give a lower variance than (7). Let us consider a simple, but still illustrating example. Note that throughout the paper, the expectation is taken over both u and e. Example 1. Consider the true system
where the input u is white noise with variance ; and e is white noise with variance . We compare two ways of ÿnding a ÿrst-order model of this system. First; estimate b d in the FIR model directly from datâ
This gives the estimate (using least squares)b
The variance ofb d N is computed as
Note here that expectation is taken over both u and e. This is essential for the results of this contribution and is used in the rest of this paper.
The second method is to estimate a high order model (in this example second order) i.e., it is strictly smaller.
The prediction error methods are e cient in these cases (assuming that e is white and normal), i.e., their variances meet the CramÂ er-Rao bound if the model structure contains the true system (and the measurement noise is white and Gaussian). In those cases no other estimation method can beat the direct estimation method. Still, in this example it was strictly better to estimate the low order model, both in terms of variance and mean square error, by reducing a high order model than to estimate it directly from data. This somewhat unexpected result can clearly only happen if the low order model structure does not contain the true system.
Other approaches
Before going into the actual calculation we discuss some related approaches. Some contributions that take into account that the high order model is obtained through an identiÿcation experiment when performing model reduction are Porat and Friedlander (1985) , Porat (1986) , S oderstr om, Stoica, and Friedlander (1991) , Stoica and S oderstr om (1989) , Zhu and Backx (1993, Chapter 7) , Wahlberg (1987 Wahlberg ( , 1989 , Tj arnstr om and Ljung (2001) , Tj arnstr om (2002), and Hsia (1977, Chapter 7) . The contributions by Porat and Friedlander study ARMA parameter estimation via covariance estimates. These papers contain similar tools as the ones presented in Section 5. However, the ideas only apply to time series models. The following contributors deal with models having input signals. These approaches are brie y summarized in this section.
S oderstr om et al. (1991) look at nested model structures. In particular they look for structures that can be embedded in larger structures which are easy to estimate, such as ARX structures. After estimating the high order structure they reduce the estimate to the low order structure in a weighted non-linear least-squares sense. The method is called an indirect prediction error method. We illustrate the idea using the generalized least-squares structure.
Assume that the low order structure is of ARARX type, i.e.,
where the polynomials A(q); B(q), and D(q) are of orders n a ; n b and n d , respectively. The structure is parameterized by Á = (a 1 : : : a na b 1 : : :
Now, rewrite this structure as a high order ARX structure by multiplying with D(q), i.e.,
where Â = (r 1 : : : r nr s 1 : : : s ns ):
The relation between Á and Â is a non-linear mapping given by (23) and (24), i.e., Á = F −1 1 (Â). Now, Â can be estimated using standard least squares and Á is found by minimizinĝ
whereP Â is an estimate of the covariance of Â. It is shown that the statistical properties of this indirect method are the same as for standard PEM, but does in many cases use fewer computations to come up with the ÿnal estimate. Wahlberg (1987) uses an approach similar to the one in S oderstr om et al. (1991) . First an nth-order FIR model parameterized by Â is estimated and is then reduced to a lower order model G(q; Á) subject tô
where
It is shown that the estimate of Á is asymptotically e cient, i.e., its covariance matrix meets the CramÃ er-Rao bound as the FIR order, n, tends to inÿnity (in case of white Gaussian noise). Note that both of these approaches (Wahlberg, 1987; S oderstr om et al., 1991) can coincide with L 2 model reduction, e.g., if Á is a linear function of Â. This is the case when both Á and Â parameterize an FIR model. Zhu and Backx (1993) use another approach. They start by estimating an high order ARX model of order 20 -40. This model (Â n N ;B n N ) is asymptotically unbiased in model order and data, with a variance equal to the noise to signal ratio multiplied by the model order, n, divided by the number of data, i.e.,
See Ljung (1999 Ljung ( , 1985 , Zhu (1989) . Using the estimatê A n N ;B n N a new input and output sequence is generated from the old input, u(t), according to
A low order OE model is then estimated from the simulated data {y
. This approach is asymptotically efÿcient (in model order and data).
The basic tools
To ease the notation, the subscript N in the estimates will be dropped from now on, i.e., we useÂ =Â N ,Á r =Á r N , and
To translate the variance of one estimateÂ to another Á = f(Â) we use Gauss' approximation formula (17). To use this result to compute the variance of an L 2 reduced model, we need an (asymptotic) expression for how it depends on the high order model. For this we return to (19). Let the high order model be parameterized by Â, with estimateÂ. Let Á parameterize a low order model and deÿnê
for some function J , that depends on the lower order model Á and the high order, estimated, modelÂ. For L 2 -reduction we use
but the form of J is immaterial for the moment. We assume it to be di erentiable, though. Now, sinceÁ minimizes J (Á;Â), we have
where J Á denotes the partial derivative of J with respect to its ÿrst argument. By deÿnition (29) holds for allÂ, so taking the total derivative with respect toÂ gives
This expression for the derivative, and Gauss' approximation formula (17), now give the translation of the variance ofÂ to that ofÁ:
and
This gives us a general expression for investigating variance reduction for any reduction technique that can be written as (27) . Especially it holds for L 2 reduced estimates (28).
The FIR case
In this section we look at systems of FIR structure. We show the perhaps surprising result that estimating a high order model followed by L 2 model reduction never gives higher variance than directly estimating the low order model. Note here once again that the expectation is taken over both u and e in all calculations.
Suppose that data is generated by an FIR system with
where e is white noise with variance , and u is a stationary stochastic process, independent of e, with spectrum u (!). The deÿnitions of Á; ; Â; and '(t) should be immediate from (34):
etc. Let us also introduce the notation
Note that the true frequency function can thus be written
We now seek the best L 2 approximation (in the frequency weighting norm u (!)) of this system of order d 1 :
where the second step is Parseval's identity. Simple calculations show that the solution is
Direct estimate
Now, the least-squares estimateÁ d (in the following called the direct estimate) of order d 1 iŝ
where the second step follows from (34). This gives that
with an approximation error of order 1=N , cf. (72). Using Á * instead of EÁ d in the covariance calculations results in an error of order 1=N
2 . This does not a ect the results since the covariance expressions are correct of order 1=N . Moreover, the approximation involved also concerns the indicated inverse. When N is large the law of large numbers can be applied to give the result. (A technical comment: In the deÿnition of the estimate, one may have to truncate for close-to-singular matrices. See Appendix 9.B in Ljung (1999) for such technicalities.) Moreover
Reduced estimate
Let us now turn to the model reduction case. We ÿrst estimate the full system of order d using least squares. That gives the estimateÂ with
with obvious partitioning according to (37). We insert this high order estimate into (28) using a frequency weighting W (!) = u (!) and perform the model reduction (27). Note that, by Parseval's relation, (28) also can be written
cf. (39). Here '(t) is constructed from u as in (34), and where u has the spectrum W (!) = u (!). In the notation of (29) we have
From (31), (46), and (48) we now ÿnd that the covariance of the reduced estimate equals
where the last step simply follows from the deÿnition of an inverse matrix.
Comparing with (43) we see that this variance is strictly smaller than that obtained by direct identiÿcation, provided 0 = 0, that is, the true system is of higher order than d 1 . However, if the true system is of order d 1 we also ÿnd that the reduced model reaches the CramÃ er-Rao bound (if e(t) is Gaussian), i.e.,
The conclusion from this is that the variance of the reduced FIR model is never higher than the variance obtained by direct estimation. Comments: We remark that the variance reduction is related to performing the reduction step "correctly". If (47) is approximated by the sample sum over the same input data as used to estimateÂ it follows that the reduced estimate is always equal to the direct one. This corresponds to choosing the weighting function equal to the discrete Fourier transform of the used input sequence
Moreover, the variance reduction can be traced to the fact that the approximation aspect of the direct estimation method depends on the ÿnite sample properties of u over t=1; : : : ; N . If expectation is carried out only with respect to e we have (see (40) and (41))
and this is the reason for the increased variance in the direct method.
Main result
The result that it may be advantageous to use L 2 model reduction of a high order estimated model, rather than to directly estimate a low order one is intriguing. Using the basic tools, more general situations can be investigated. Here we focus on general OE model structures. We assume that the low order model structure contains the true system, i.e., we look at the case of no undermodeling. This is somewhat simpliÿed from the general case where undermodeled low order models are included, but necessary to complete the proof. In Tj arnstr om (2002) recent results on the undermodeling case are discussed.
Let the underlying system be given by
with the same assumptions on e and u as in (34). Parameterize two OE model structures G(q; Â) and G(q; Á) where dim Â ¿ dim Á, i.e., 
where n b ¿ n b0 and n f ¿ n f0 . Furthermore, we assume the existence of some Â * and a unique Á * such that
for almost all !, and that no other parameterization with fewer parameters than dim Á fulÿll (56). Or in other words, the true model order is [n b0 n f0 ]. We now state the main theorem, which is proved in the next section.
Theorem 2 (Reduced model variance). Assume that the true system is given by
where v(t)=H 0 (q)e(t); and e(t) is white noise with variance and u is a stationary stochastic process independent of v; with known spectrum u (!). We assume that u and e have bounded fourth-order moments. Furthermore; we assume that G(q; Â) and G(q; Á) (with dim Â ¿ dim Á) are two model structures of OE type (4) that both contain the true system G 0 (q); and that no other parameterization with fewer parameters than Á contains the true system. Let Â N minimize the regularized loss function W N (Â) (given by (9)) andÁ r N minimize
Let the direct estimate be deÿned bŷ Moreover; we ÿnd that the reduced model meets the CramÃ er-Rao bound if the measurement noise is white and Gaussian.
Proof of the main result
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 2. First we prove the theorem in the case that the measurement noise is white, i.e., H 0 (q) = 1. After that we prove the result for general H 0 .
Note from (54) and (55) that the parameters Á form a subset of Â. This can be written as 
and I j is the jth column of the (n b + n f ) × (n b + n f ) identity matrix. The gradients ofŷ(t; Â) andŷ(t; Á) equal (see (12))
. . .
−q
By observing that
we ÿnd that
Here L(q) is a monic FIR ÿlter of length r + 1 and r = min(n b − n b0 ; n f − n f0 );
i.e.,
where we use the convention that l 0 = 1. We also obviously have that B(q; Á * )
Putting (59), (61), and (62) together gives
In the same way we get from (60), and (65)
From these two expressions and utilizing (57) we get the important relation
Let us now consider (28) with W (!) = u (!):
with obvious deÿnition of 2 (t; Á;Â). Note thatÂ should be regarded as ÿxed (independent of u) in this expression and that
according to (56) . Deÿne as beforê
From the discussion in Ljung (1999, Appendix 9.B) it follows that the di erence between EÁ r and Á * (deÿned by (33)) is "small", i.e.,
for some constant C according to Ljung (1999, Eq. (9B.13) ). So the limiting estimate of the two-step method (estimation and reduction) gives approximately the same limiting estimate as the direct estimation method. In order to calculate the variance of the reduced order model we need to derive the expressions for J ÁÁ (Á * ; Â * ) and J ÁÂ (Á * ; Â * ) from (69):
According to (70) the ÿrst term in (74) vanishes in (Á * ; Â * ). Evaluating the last two expressions at (Á * ; Â * ) gives
Next the covariance function of the gradient (t; Â * ) is deÿned as
and similarly for (t; Á * ). This allows us to write
where the last equality is the deÿnition ofR −1 Â (0). We continue by giving a lemma regarding rank deÿcient matrices.
Lemma 3. Let A be a n × n-dimensional positive semidefinite symmetric matrix of rank m 6 n. DeÿneÃ = A + I with ¿ 0. Then the following holds:
The other equality follows similarly.
(ii) Since A is symmetric it follows that
with D = diag(d 1 ; : : : ; d m ; 0; : : : ; 0) and UU T = U T U = I . Adding I to both sides of (80) gives
Inverting both sides gives (since
Hence we get From this it follows that
Before presenting the next lemma we extend the deÿnition of S 0 in (58) Lemma 4. Let (t; Â * ); R Â ( ); and R Á ( ) be given by (66) and (78). Then it holds that:
Proof. (i) First; let ( ) j denote the jth element of the vector . Studying the jth; 1 6 j 6 n b − k; element of (t; Â * ); where 0 6 k 6 r; gives
Similarly for n b + 1 6 j 6 n b + n f − k we get
Now the multiplication (t − k; Â * )S 0 picks out the ÿrst n b0 elements and elements with indices between n b + 1 and n b +n f0 from (t −k; Â * ), whereas (t; Â * )S k picks out elements shifted k steps away (relatively to S 0 ) from (t; Â * ). This means that we pick out exactly those elements corresponding to each other by the multiplication with S 0 and S k .
(ii) This is proved using (68) and (i):
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2 in the case of H 0 (q) = 1. Estimation of the high order system G(q; Â) by minimizing W N (Â) givesÂ with covariance
according to (16). Putting (31), (77), and (82) together we ÿnd that
We would like to show that (83) tends to
as → 0, which is the covarianceÁ would have if it had been estimated directly from the data {u(t); y(t)} N t=1 . This can equivalently be stated as
Using (68) we get
where we used Lemma 4(i). Plugging this into the right-hand side of (85) and using Lemma 3(i) gives
Letting →0, the second term vanishes and last two sums vanish according to Lemma 3(ii). Moreover, the ÿrst term equals R Á (0) = E (t; Á * ) T (t; Á * ) according to Lemma 4(ii), and the result follows.
Since the direct estimate meets the CramÃ er-Rao bound if the noise is white and Gaussian, we get that the reduced model also meets the CramÃ er-Rao bound in this case.
Before presenting the proof of the theorem in the general non-white measurement noise case, we need to state another lemma.
Lemma 5. For R Â ( ) deÿned by (78) and (66) andR
Proof. Let
then we can rewrite (66) as
Since G 0 (q) = B 0 (q)=F 0 (q) we get
. . . ; 1; f 1 ; : : : ; f n f 0 ; 0; : : : ; 0
i.e.; w 1 is orthogonal to the gradient. Moreover; since we know that the rank deÿciency of R Â (0) equals r (see (63)) we realize that it is possible to construct a total of r time-independent vectors; w 1 ; : : : ; w r ; that are orthogonal to (t; Â * ) from the relation (86). These have the same structure as w 1 in (87); but the non-zero entries are shifted "downwards"; e.g.; Since w 1 : : : ; w r are orthogonal to (t; Â * ) it follows that they are also eigenvectors to R Â ( ) since
From this it follows that the singular value decomposition (SVD) of R Â ( ) is of the form
where 
Here the subindex is included to indicate a possible dependency of . Note the strict inequality for k; 0 . Now since U 2 and V 2 are independent of it follows that:
Moreover; we have that the SVD ofR −1
Putting all of the above together we get
where the last statement follows from (88).
We are now ready to continue with the proof of Theorem 2 in the case of non-white measurement noise, i.e., H 0 (q) = 1. From (11) we know that the covariance of the direct estimate,Á d , equals
and the covariance of the L 2 reduced estimate,Á r , equals (see (83)
Expressing the left-and right-hand side of this equation in terms of the covariance function gives
Continuing to expand the right-hand side of (89) 
Here the second and third term tend to zero as → 0 due to Lemma 5. The fourth term also tends to zero since R −1 Â (0) is bounded for small (see the proof of Lemma 3(ii)). In short
where the last equality follows from Lemma 4(ii). Looking back at (89) we see that theorem is proved.
Example
To illustrate the results from the previous section we give a simple simulation example. The true system is given by the following OE-structure:
The system is estimated using N = 1000 input-output data. Di erent noise and input colors are used. A total of four di erent evaluations of the L 2 model reduction scheme are presented:
(1) white input and white noise, i.e., u(t) = w 1 (t); v(t) = w 2 (t), (2) colored input and white noise, i.e., u(t) = T u (q)w 1 (t); v(t) = w 2 (t), (3) white input and colored noise, i.e., u(t) = w 1 (t); v(t) = T v (q)w 2 (t), (4) colored input and colored noise, i.e., u(t) = T u (q)w 1 (t);
Here w 1 (t) and w 2 (t) are white Gaussian processes with variance 1, and T u (q) and T v (q) are given by
T v (q) = 0:9 1 + 0:5q −1 :
The bode diagrams of T u and T v are displayed in Fig. 1 together with the true system, G 0 = B 0 =F 0 . The evaluation is performed according to the following. An OE model of order 6 is estimated in each case, givingÂ, and reduced in L 2 norm to the correct order, giving Á r . The reduced model is estimated in the following way. A new input sequence, u s (t) of length 10N is generated with spectrum u (!). Then a new output sequence is simulated according to y s (t) = G(q;Â)u s (t). Using these input-output data the low order modelÁ r is estimated. This procedure (of simulating new data) slightly increases the variance ofÁ r (compared to performing the minimization of (28)), but this error is of order ∼1=10N and can therefore be neglected. Another OE model,Á d , of correct order is also estimated directly from the original data. In order to avoid local minima, the estimation algorithm is initiated at the optimum.
To illustrate the results in this contribution graphically, we chose to "project" the six-dimensional covariance matrices down to one-dimensional scalars, namely the variance of the prediction error for each model. That is, for the two models (the directly estimate and the reduced one) the loss functions on validation data is calculated. The result of this is plotted in Fig. 2 . This is repeated 1000 times (giving one cross in each ÿgure for every estimate). Figs. 2(a) -(d) correspond to items 1-4 in the list above, respectively.
From the results presented in Fig. 2 , we see that the loss function on validation data follows the straight line y = x very accurately in all four cases. This gives us a good conÿrmation on the results in Section 7, i.e., that variance of the reduced model equals the variance of the directly estimated one (asymptotically).
Conclusions
The main result of this paper is that applying L 2 model reduction to an identiÿed model gives essentially optimal reduction of the variance of that model. In particular, it follows from our results that:
• If the true system is of a certain order n, and a higher order model of output error type is ÿrst estimated and then L 2 reduced in the u (!) norm to order n, then the variance of that model is the same as if an nth-order output error model is directly estimated from data.
• If a high order FIR model is estimated from data in a structure that correctly can describe the system, and this model is L 2 reduced to a lower order, then we in general obtain a model with smaller variance than a directly estimated low order FIR model.
This implies that high order output error modeling followed by L 2 model reduction makes optimal use of the information contents in data if the measurement noise is white and Gaussian and the true system is of OE type. Then both the direct and the reduced estimates meet the CramÃ er-Rao lower bound. This cannot be outperformed by other model reduction techniques.
All the results are derived taking expectations over both u and e. Di erent results are obtained if expectation is taken only over e. Note also that the results in this paper are based on that model reduction is performed in the L 2 norm weighted in the true input spectrum. The results may be quite di erent if the weighting is chosen as an estimate of the input spectrum.
In general the low order model has some bias. Having arrived at the simple model by model reduction of a high order model gives an estimate of the bias as the di erence between the two models. At the same time the variance of the low order model is kept small according to the results in this paper for FIR models and according to Tj arnstr om (2002) for general linear output error models. This gives advantages over a directly estimated low order model, which has higher variance, and a bias error which requires special measures to assess.
